
DMSchedules for Elementary Schools allows principals to quickly and easily build elementary school schedules. 
Specials rotations, homeroom and specials teacher schedules are then automatically updated based on the main 
schedule. Set and embed instructional guidelines, build schedules with drag-and-drop ease, and quickly explore 
multiple scheduling scenarios. Instantly share your online schedule with administrators, teachers, and sta� to ensure 
they always have access to the latest version. What used to take days can now be done in hours.

   Easier and faster schedule creation
   Improved coordination, collaboration, and communication
   Support for multiple scenarios to quickly adapt to changing needs  
   Share up-to-date schedules with sta� e�ortlessly
   Leverage DMGroup's expertise in best-practice scheduling

How It Works
DMSchedules for Elementary Schools combines our powerful, 
web-based scheduling software, �eld-proven best practices, and 
a team of scheduling experts to help you de�ne instructional 
priorities to develop powerful, student-centered school schedules 
and individual sta� schedules tailored to your speci�c needs.

DMSchedules
for Elementary Schools
Create strategic elementary schedules that 
raise achievement and improve equity

“ Our district now has consistent scheduling guidelines
aligned to best practices across all elementary schools, 
allowing us to increase equity. We’re also now providing 
45 minutes of daily intervention, creating opportunities 
to drive improvements in achievement levels.

- Dr. Tanzy Kilcrease, Assistant Superintendent of Teaching and Learning,
  Bibb County School District (GA)
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Key Bene�ts
Reduce the time it traditionally takes to prepare schedules—often from weeks to hours

Experiment with di�erent scenarios to determine the best schedule for your school’s speci�c needs

Achieve instructional best practices

    • Establish clear and consistent instructional minute guidelines

    • Daily common planning time opportunities

    • Uninterrupted blocks for ELA and math

    • Daily intervention/enrichment period

    • Equal access to specials such as art, music, and physical education

Maximize special education and related services support opportunities

Foster collaboration and continuous improvement to maximize results

Receive support and training from our team of experts with experience scheduling schools nationwide

The specials rotations and individual teacher schedules
are automatically created from the main schedule

Start creating “best-in-class” elementary school schedules 
Combining our experience working with thousands of schools and our extensive research on scheduling tactics and
instructional best practices, DMSchedules for Elementary Schools will help build schedules aligned with school and 
district priorities, and make the most of student and teacher time. 

Learn more at www.dmschedules.com

Or contact us for more information 
  

877-617-8577 schedules@dmgroupk12.com


